
Hosting an RCP 

The below requirements are provided for requesting and hosting an RCP at your installation. 

The length of the training program depends on what training is being requested.  Typical RCP 

for either BRC or BRC (updated) is 8 days; This will allow for mentoring RCCs who may be 

having some difficulty and for familiarization training of BRC2 or BRC2 (updated). 

Transitional workshops are typically 3 days in length. 

Step 1: Does installation have an MSF Rider Education & Recognition Program (RERP)? 

RCPs can only be conducted on MSF certified ranges with an approved RERP.  For assistance 

establishing a new program where no current RERP has been established, contact Mr. Arthur 

“Triple A” Albert at arthur.albert@us.af.mil or DSN 246-0728 for assistance. 

Step 2: What form of RCP does the requesting sponsor want conducted, BRC/BRC2, 

BRC/BRC2 Updated or BRC/BRC2 transitional RCP, ARC or MSRC RCP. 

Step 3: Before requesting an RCP a minimum of (4) four RiderCoach® Candidates (RCC) are 

required when conducting RCPs. 

Step 4: A full blown BRC will be run in conjunction with the RCP and at least (4) four novice 

or training candidates must be available. Novice students will need a motorcycle, either they 

have a motorcycle they own or sponsor can supply one if available. 

Step 5: Will there be a loaner motorcycle available for use by the RCT?  Depending on distance 

to workshop location, an RCT may be able to bring their personal motorcycle or a motorcycle 

rental may be required at the hosting installations expense. 

Step 6: All RCCs will be required to have a RCC RiderCoach® Handbook with BRC Range 

Cards and novice students will require their own rider handbook. Handbooks are for the novice 

riders to take home and keep. 

Step 7: If wanting RCCs to be qualified in BRC2 (updated) they will also need their own copy 

of the BRC2 (updated) RiderCoach® Handbook and Range Cards. Once certified as an RC they 

will be able to take an online BRC2 (Updated) qualification exam at MSF RETSORG. 

Step 8: Submit requests for RCP to Mr. Albert “Triple A” at arthur.albert@us.af.mil or Mr. 

Eckert at michael.eckert.1@us.af.mil with dates and type of BRC the installation wants 

conducted. Please provide at least two, preferable 3 date ranges in order of preference. 
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